RENTAL AGREEMENT
Between, on the one hand, La SARL "NATURE MOTONEIGE" 74210 Doussard, and on the other hand, the
Customer
NAME DRIVER:

FIRSTNAME:

ADDRESS:

TEL:

Deposit your driver's license or identity card before the hike. It will be returned to you at the end of
the hike.
1. I consider myself fit to drive a snowmobile. I agree to respect all instructions given by the guide, to be
18 years old and to be a motorcycle or car license holder, not intoxicated. (Follow the track, respect speed,
safety distances to avoid collisions, driving positions to approach the different passages).
2. I undertake to conduct myself in a manner respectful of the safety of other users and to assume
responsibility for my adult or minor passenger.
3. I agree to respect the equipment made available and to pay the amount of damages caused to
snowmobiles (option 1 and option 2).
4.The guide reserves the right to remove the keys of my snowmobile if my driving does not respect the
terms of the contract.
5. If, during the briefing, I no longer feel able to drive a snowmobile, I could think about giving up hiking.

BREAKAGE AND CONDITION INSURANCE OPTION
Option 1: I subscribe to your property damage insurance for 15€ (fifteen) per snowmobile (deduction of
600€ per snowmobile in case of breakage). I undertake to pay the damages caused for a maximum
amount of 600€ (six hundred).
I authorize Nature Motoneige to debit my account using my credit card number transmitted at the time of
booking.
I accept the conditions of this contract without reservation.
SIGNATURE FOLLOWED BY THE WORDS "READ AND APPROVED" _____________________________________
Option 2: I choose not to subscribe to your internal property damage insurance. I undertake to pay the full
amount of damages that I would cause to snowmobiles (e. g. the cost of damages can be up to 9500€ in
case a snowmobile is recognized as a wreck).
In case of major damage and immobilization, a deposit of 3000€ (three thousand) will be charged.
Once the damage appraisal has been assessed (under 48 hours), an invoice will be drawn up on the actual
amount of damage.
If the damage is less than 3000€ (three thousand), Nature Motoneige will reimburse the difference.
In the event of damage exceeding 3000€ (three thousand), the customer agrees to pay the
difference.
In all cases, an invoice and a statement will be drawn up so that the customer can pass it on to his
insurance company (if the customer has taken out insurance for material damage caused).
I authorize the company nature motoneige to debit my account using my credit card number transmitted
at the time of booking.
I accept the conditions of this contract without reservation.
SIGNATURE FOLLOWED BY THE WORDS "READ AND APPROVED"________________________________________
In case of dispute, the court of Annecy will be designated and the only competent court.

